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The contact with ReiCat was absolutely 
great. Many thanks again for the 

competent support.

Jonas Hofmann 
Die kleine Kaffeerösterei, Schweinfurt/Germany



By purchasing the ReiCatino® it is possible for us to 
roast at any time and independent of the quantity. 

Our roastery is located in a residential area and now we 
don‘t have any trouble with the neighbours anymore. 

The chimney now no longer releases odours.
Rainer Helmke 

Home Roasting Company Helmke, Hamburg/Germany



With the upgrade to the ReiCatino® I have finally 
got my immissions under control as far as odour 

and smoke are concerned. The company ReiCat is 
very competent and professional.

Florian Steiner 
Florian Steiner Kaffeerösterei, Heidelberg/Germany



Dear ReiCat team - a big thank you, it was just 
fun with you. The ReiCatino® does what it is supposed 

to do. Simply fantastic! We just hope that our 
neighbourhood won‘t miss us ;-)

René Klinger 
Kaffee Monopol, Stralsund/Germany



We are very satisfied with our ReiCatino® 
and your service!

Laura Feyel 
Nautilus Kaffeerösterei, Schorndorf/Germany



The ReiCatino® has helped us to reduce 
odour emissions significantly without affecting 

the roasting result. The right decision for us, 
and I would make it again.

Jörg Schmidt 
Bäckerei Schmidt KG, Heideck/Germany



My Cat is ReiCat!

Reiner Sulzer 
Espressone, Cadolzburg/Germany



ReiCat is the best solution for smoke and 
odour removal - so even the neighbours 

become future customers.

Josef Gander 
KUNTRAWANT, South Tyrol/Italy



Philipp Schallberger 
Kaffeemacher GmbH, Basel/Switzerland

We roast in one of the most densely populated neigh-
bourhoods in the city. The ReiCat Gourmet ensures that 
we can continue to do so for our enjoyment and that of 

others. The communication and installation went 
exemplary. We can recommend ReiCat on every level.



ReiCat GmbH 
Zum Wartturm 7 
63571 Gelnhausen 
Germany

+49 (0) 6051 92040 
info@reicat.de

www.reicat-coffee.com
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